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LITERARY FICTION

Sascha Reh
Road Rage

It is the hottest summer in decades. While returning from a
family trip, a car accident destroys the life of the young travel
blog creator Jonas Nimrod. The driver, Radomir Milic, a former
Bosnian soldier and well-known attorney for family clans, was
most likely drunk – but gets off scot-free. Barely recovered, he
continues to launder money unchecked. Infuriated but helpless,
Jonas attacks him online – prompting a duel that neither can win.
In this masterful and atmospheric psychological portrait between
digital Bohemians and the Berlin underworld, the prizewinning
author Sascha Reh tells an uncompromising tale of the burning
thirst for justice and revenge, regret and forgiveness – and men at
the moment of failure.
»Sascha Reh’s new novel is furiously told, set somewhere between social drama and thriller. Unexpected chain reactions turn
Road Rage into an emotional roller-coaster ride – until the explosive conclusion.«
Simone Thimm / Kaiserwerther Buchhandlung in Düsseldorf

Novel
240 pages
19 July 2022
English sample available

SASCHA REH, born in 1974
in Duisburg, studied history,
philosophy, and German literature in Bochum and Vienna. He

»The very profound questions that Sascha Reh explores in his
novels have probably never been captured more vividly in contemporary German-language literature.«
Kai Sina / Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

has received several awards for
his novels, including the Niederrheinischer Literaturpreis (2011),
the Brandenburg Kunstpreis
Literatur (2014), and the
Literaturpreis Ruhr (2015). In

• A gripping novel about a father on the abyss.
• Sascha Reh writes about the fine line between revenge
and justice.
• A compelling story about masculinity at the moment of failure.

2017, he was a fellow of the
German Academy in Rome at
the Casa Baldi; in 2018, he was
nominated for the Wilhelm
Raabe Literaturpreis. Sascha Reh
lives in Berlin with his family.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Helena Adler
Scraping by

The youngest daughter of failing farmers has just managed to flee
her family home when she realizes: you can’t escape the provinces. So she joins a band of vandals and rebels who bring the provinces to the nearest city, plunder the slaughterhouse, and smuggle drugs in animal cadavers. They dance and they rave and they
risk their lives because they are used to having nothing to lose.
The party only ends when the next one begins and their motto is
»survive.« Until suddenly, it is not only the protagonist’s life at
stake: she bears a son that she loves as if he were her savior and in
this love she becomes a monster in the fight against mortality.
Scraping By is a bastard: a combination of existential despair and
declaration of love, conceived in the frenzied longing for immortality, in the holy fury at existence and death, born in the ruins of
the passion for breaking taboos. It speaks truth, not between the
lines but in black and white, with breathtaking linguistic virtuosity and gallows humor.
»With puns worthy of Elfriede Jelinke, scorn straight out of
Ödön von Herváth and Thomas Bernhard, and all the homelandsmashing rage of Josef Winkler, this 1983-vintage author
has come up with a concentrated satire of Austrian society.«
Die Zeit
»Thomas Bernhard would have shed tears of joy and envy. Adler
doesn’t grumble, she conjures like the black fairy and beneath the
gruff exterior, we glimpse sensitive portraits of tolerant people
and a declaration of love for her parents.«
Mario Pschera / Neues Deutschland

Novel
192 pages
25 August 2022
English sample available

Longlist
Austrian
Book Prize

HELENA ADLER, born in 1983,
studied painting at the Mozarteum and psychology and
philosophy in Salzburg; she
works as a writer and painter
near Salzburg. For her novel The
Infanta Parts Her Hair on the
Left (2020), she received enthusiastic praise and several awards,
including a nomination for the
Deutscher Buchpreis (longlist)
and the Österrichscher Buchpreis (shortlist).

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Lorenz Langenegger
What We Still Can Do

A weighty inheritance forces our put-upon hero to ask a
momentous question: what can I still accomplish before it’s
too late?

Novel
272 pages
28 July 2022
English sample available

Just when he’s on vacation, Manuel receives bad news from
home: his father is dead. And he had wanted to use the holidays
to gain some clarity about what he should do with his life before
it’s too late. Yet he doesn’t only feel the pressure of time; his girlfriend Sonja also threatens to make a decision for him, at least
with regard to their relationship. That his father has left behind a
key shop does not make anything easier: first, he was as good as
bankrupt; and second, Manuel is now saddled with three tons of
unfinished keys. His efforts to get rid of them leads him to Tanzania. And there he faces the question: What did I always want to
be – and what can I do now to get there?
Lorenz Langenegger has once again written a deeply humane,
optimistic book. He tenderly and calmly suggests that there
might be such a thing as happiness and writes with subtle humor
about the detours we take to find it.
»A sensitive, wise, and lovely voice – very likeable. Whoever
loves Markus Werner will also enjoy Lorenz Langenegger.«
Alex Capus

LORENZ LANGENEGGER,
born in Gattikon, Switzerland,
in 1980, lives in Vienna and
Zurich. In addition to numerous
pieces for the theater (premieres
in Zurich, Mannheim, and Berlin, among other places) and for
TV (Tatort, among others), he
has published four novels, most
recently Village Peace (2016) and
Year Without Winter (2019).

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION – DEBUT

Anna Maria Stadler
Maremma

A group of friends, six days on the sea, and all certainties
suddenly begin to crumble. What is hiding behind the façade?
They are young, but grown up, and have known each other since
childhood. They grew up together but now have their own lives;
one of them even has a child. The distance between them grows,
but they still spend a few days at the shore every summer. In one
week at a camping ground in Maremma, a swampy strip of coast
in central Italy, a landscape at the end of the wilderness between
land and sea, in which everything always seems to change, Esther observes how the world gradually shifts. In the hinterlands,
the traces of a catastrophic earthquake are still visible and here,
too, before her very eyes, at a turning point, the firm ground of
certainty begins to crack, bonds break, the order of things shifts,
everything slowly sinks back into confusion.
With a keen feeling for the minutest of movements, colors,
smells, and moods, Stadler has written an emotionally powerful
novel that makes palpable the threats that combine to form an
entire generation’s existential sensibility.

Novel
256 pages
25 August 2022

Longlist
Austrian
Book Prize

Author and artist ANNA
MARIA STADLER, born in 1993,
lives in Salzburg. She studied
sculpture, cultural studies,
and German literature and has
worked in various areas of the
cultural sector. She works at the
junction of literature, visual art,
and theory. She was a finalist in
Munich’s short-story competition and shortlisted for the
Wortmeldungen-Förderpreis.
Maremma is her first novel.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION – STORIES

Alexandra Stahl
If So, Then To Both of Us

Twelve stories about a feeling that love could be possible if it
weren’t so futile or irrelevant or so insanely strenuous. Twelve
stories about feelings that have been lost, never felt, or are simply
out of reach. Twelve stories about people who perhaps have two
screens but only one brain. And one heart.
These are stories about today in contemporary places: absurd and
fast-paced, cruel and touching: in a nursing home or at Google;
at the vet’s or a dictator’s amusement park; on an island or at the
bar; beneath an Irish patio lamp or in a Slovenian beer garden;
during a theater rehearsal or after the third Negroni; behind
the kitchen window or in a train with seven children. These are
stories from a world in which even cats take anti-anxiety pills.
Where raccoons are Internet celebrities. Or parakeets are Nazis.
Or a dog is named »Bill Murray«.
»Now and then, and far too rarely, you get hold of a book that
turns out to be a treasure. Alexandra Stahl‘s debut is a master
piece of precise everyday observation«
Stefan Reis / Main-Echo on Men Without Furniture

Stories
304 pages
28 July 2022

ALEXANDRA STAHL is a
freelance writer and journalist
in Berlin. She studied American
and English literature and history at the university in Würzburg and then worked for the
Deutsche Presse-Agentur for 10
years. She has received various
grants for her literary work and
was a writer in residence for the
European Capital of Culture Rijeka, Croatia. In 2021, her debut
novel Men Without Furniture
was published by Jung und Jung.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Ursula Krechel
The Assault
With an afterword by Antje Rávik Strubel

A woman begins to speak. She has been silenced so often her lips
are cracked. But how to escape such intimidation? By opening
her mouth just enough to eat, to kiss, to wonder? On the other
hand: is it not silence itself that gives a voice the room to silence
her? There has been too much silence, back then, too, when the
entire building heard how the girls next door were beaten. Did
they forget how to speak because everyone else forgot how to listen? Like the reporter who no longer listens when he talks about
the war because he has managed to control all his doubts.
»This is twenty-first century poetic language; forgive me for
reacting with such enthusiasm. I find this book extraordinarily
good.«
Friederike Mayröcker

Story
176 pages
22 September 2022

URSULA KRECHEL, born in
Trier in 1947, is the author of
numerous publications. She has
received several awards for her
novels Shanghai, Far from Somewhere (2008), District Court
(2012), and Ghost Train (2018),
including the Joseph-BreitbachPreis, the Deutscher Buchpreis,
and the Jean-Paul-Preis. Ursula
Krechel lives in Berlin.
ANTJE RÁVIK STRUBEL, born
in Potsdam in 1974, is an author
and a translator (Joan Didion,
Lucia Berlin, among others).
She received the Deutscher
Buchpreis in 2021 for her novel
Blue Woman.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION – DEBUT

Fabienne Maris
Heatwave

It is Saturday, and on Saturdays Jonathan goes to the supermarket. Just like he goes to work from Monday through Friday. For
a survey on social habits, he was able to name three contacts. It
gives him pause, however, when the check-out girl has to remind
him that today is his birthday. It’s just that the heat has been unbearable for weeks and now the electricity is out. Jonathan’s refrigerator is starting to stink and life outside is coming to a standstill. When problems with the water supply arise, the heatwave
unfolds its magic: Jonathan drinks sherry with the neighbors, the
encounter at check-out counter 18 piques his interest, and on his
balcony, a small miracle occurs.
With laconic humor, Fabienne Maris writes about an unexpected
transformation that begins quietly, develops slowly, and thanks
to an unwanted high, turns into true debauchery. A surprising
and enchanting debut.

Novel
160 pages
28 July 2022

FABIENNE MARIS, alias
Larissa Tschudi, was born in
Zurich in 1983 to a Swiss father
and French mother with Italian
roots. She studied political
science, philosophy, and international law in Zurich and Lausanne. In 2011, she started as a
journalist and worked for a news
agency, among other things, for
several years. Heatwave is her
first novel. Maris lives in Zurich.

a t lant is
v er lag

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Peter Kurzeck
And Where My Home
The Old Century 8

Frankfurt’s main train station, platforms, tracks, the train to
Gießen. As always in Peter Kurzeck’s fluid memoirs, the sight of
trains inspires mental images. In this work, Kurzeck takes us on
train rides with his mother through the ruins of Gießen, before
the currency reform. The five-year-old goes from village to village, always a refugee. Gießen is the very image of postwar ruin
and the black market – frightening and exciting at once. At home,
his sister learns to write, his father reads Faust, and his mother
sews and sews. The family is always just barely tolerated and
dependent upon the goodwill of the landlord; Bohemian songs
play in their heads. Later, the narrator joins Eastern Europeans in
performing absurd tasks for the United States army and a completely new life begins.
Conceived as volume 8 of The Old Century and published by
Rudi Deuble, with original notes from his estate, Peter Kurzeck
creates an exciting, witty portrait of postwar Gießen and Displaced Persons in the US army.
»Once you have read Kurzeck, it is impossible to imagine a
world without him. The world takes on its authentic tone.«
Andreas Maier

Novel
with an afterword by Rudi Deuble
176 pages
16 August 2022

PETER KURZECK, born in
Bohemia in 1943, grew up in
Staufenberg near Gießen and
later lived in Frankfurt am Main
and Uzès (southern France).
He began working on his autobiographical novel series The
Old Century in 1992. He received several awards for his work,
including the Alfred-DöblinPreis, the Joseph-BreitbachPreis, the Großer Literaturpreis
der Bayerischen Akademie der
Schönen Künste, and the HansErich-Nossack-Preis. Peter
Kurzeck died in Frankfurt am
Main in 2013.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

POETRY

Ernest Wichner
May Today and You Tomorrow

Ernest Wichner

Heute Mai
und
morgen du
GEDICHTE

SCHÖFFLING & CO.

To write in the local jargon – what would this sound like? To tell
legends in no and all languages at one and the same time? The
lyrical »I«, a thief on a pebbly beach, has moved west – »in the
meantime there were plumbs, dark blue one presumes, and two
world wars« – for the past few days in stages or perhaps for
ever in a long-dead country. In May Today and You Tomorrow,
poet and translator Ernest Wichner takes the measure of eras,
landscapes, and friendships, including his with Gellu Naum and
Oskar Pastior; Heinrich Heine even once left a message on his
answering machine.
The selection from the volumes Stone Soup (1988), The Other
Side of Gestures (2003), »like I’m unlocked« (2010), and Fresh
Snow and Ovomaltine (2010) covers almost four decades and is
rounded off by unpublished and new poems as well as an afterword by Maren Jäger.

Selected poems
With an afterword by Maren Jäger
288 pages
16 August 2022

ERNEST WICHNER, born
in Guttenbrunn (Banat, Romania) in 1952, has lived in
Germany since 1975 (Berlin
since 1976), where he studied
German literature and political
science. From 1988, he worked
for the Literaturhaus Berlin;
between 2003 and 2017 he was
its director. Ernest Wichner has
written volumes of poetry and
stories and worked as an editor
and translator, above all from
the Romanian. In 2020, he was
awarded the Johann-HeinrichVoß-Preis.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

POETRY

Tadeusz Dąbrowski
As the World Sleeps
WENN
DIE WELT

SCHLÄFT

TADEUSZ
DĄBROWSKI

G E D I C HT E

SCHÖFFLING & CO.

In motels, at the shopping mall, and on Skype; in Gdańsk, Zurich, and Manhattan – Tadeusz Dąbrowski reads and writes as he
goes. In his poems, he writes about modern love and life while
also registering the aftershocks of past conflicts by allowing to
read in Sarajevo as if in a book, calls for the liberation of prisoners, or decodes soldiers’ tracks on Prague’s Charles Bridge.
Above all, Tadeusz Dabrowski takes a critical look at the impact
of Catholicism, injecting a dose of poetic freedom into the discourse.
The selection in As the World Sleeps, translated by Renate
Schmidgall, includes the volume Mean(s) of Expression published
in Polish in 2016, and Scrabble, published in 2020, as well as new
and previously unpublished poems.

Poems
From the Polish by
Renate Schmidgall
104 pages
16 August 2022

TADEUSZ DĄBROWSKI, born
in 1979, is a Polish poet. He has
published six volumes of poetry

»In his poems, Tadeusz Dąbrowski is what the French call le
grand reporter. Temperamentally, he’s a realist but his realism is
essentially poetic, not plaintive, and illuminating. In their astounding profundity, his poems are a fitting response to the absurdity
of our world. A remarkable poet!«
Adam Zagajewski

that have been translated into
several languages. His volumes
Black Cube on Black Ground
(2019) and The Trees Play Forest
(2014) have been published in
German. He is an editor for
the literary journal Topos and
artistic director of the European
Poets of Freedom festival. He
lives in Gdańsk. He has received
many awards for his literary
work, including most recently
the Horst-Bienek-Förderpreis
(2014) and the Literaturpreis
der Hauptstadt Warschau (2014).
His novel A Love Affair in
New York was published by
Schöffling & Co. in 2019.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

UPMARKET FICTION

Rainer Moritz
The Castle of Memory

»We need you here, Madam … Nobody had ever said that to
her, not in her entire life.«
A small castle in the southwest of France with a view of the
Pyrenees. It long belonged to a renowned family, yet when Jean
Durand, the castle’s last owner, dies, the estate falls to ruin. Jean’s
widow, Madame Germaine, is forced to sell it to a married couple
from Munich. They renovate the castle and turn it into a conference venue and guest-house. Germaine, who is well past 90,
has a lifelong right of residence and is taken care of by the new
owners and staff, who every summer fill the castle grounds with
life – but Germaine takes no part in it. She has not left her room
for years. In the mornings, she listens to Vatican Radio and in
the evenings, she watches John Wayne westerns. She spends the
rest of her time waiting for death, tracing her blurry memories,
and asking what meaning her life held and still holds. Until two
young women and a writer staying at the castle get her to open
up. Will death have to wait?
A novel about everything that makes life valuable, despite
misfortune. A sympathetic portrait of a woman – by turns
melancholy and merry but always moving.

Novel
224 pages
22 September 2022

RAINER MORITZ, born in
Heilbronn in 1958, a one-time
soccer referee, earned his doctorate with a thesis on Hermann
Lenz. He was the editor-in-chief
at Reclam Leipzig and managing director for the program at
Hoffmann und Campe before
taking over as head of Hamburg’s Literaturhaus in 2005.
As if that weren’t enough,
Moritz regularly writes literature reviews, translates from the
French (among others Françoise
Sagan and Georges Simenon),
humorous commentary on current events for the radio station
Bremen-2, and writes books
about soccer, music hits, parks in
Paris, and Richard Yates. Most
recently, his highly praised novel
As If Life Were Like That and
Unknown Characters. Curious
Literary Stories, were published
by Oktopus.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

MEMOIR

Veronika Peters
Whatever Fits in Two Suitcases
Cloister years

Why does a young woman decide to enter a monastery?
What kind of people does she meet there? Is it possible to
grow beyond yourself in seclusion?
At 21, Veronika Peters decides to enter a Benedictine cloister. A
step that she hopes will lead to the end of a long search for meaning and a sense of belonging. After leaving home at a young age,
she becomes an early childhood teacher, converts to Catholicism,
becomes politically active, and yet suffers from »a permanent spiritual and emotional insatiability.« When she meets a young nun
who radiates clarity and satisfaction, she knows: this is her path.
In this moving autobiographical report, Veronika Peters provides
insight into the rigid daily schedule of the cloister, where, among
other things, she gardens and works as a restorer and bookseller;
she writes about the other nuns and openly about what it means
to reject sex or how Carnival is celebrated in the cloister. She humorously rejects the usual clichés and provides honest information about her own doubts. When she meets the love of her life in
the cloister bookstore, she packs her suitcases once again …

Memoir
272 pages
13 October 2022
New edition, with a foreword
by the author
More than 200.000 copies
sold
Rights sold (all reverted):
Brazil (Guava-Chuva)
Denmark (Borgen)
France (Michel Lafon)
Italy (Rizzoli)
The Netherlands (Boekerij)
Poland (Weltbild Polska)
CZ (Dobrovsky)

VERONIKA PETERS, born in
Gießen in 1966, spent her childhood in Germany and Africa.
After becoming a healer, she
worked as a childcare worker in
a psychiatric youth home. In her
early 20s, she entered a Benedictine cloister, where she spent
twelve years. In 2000, she left
the cloister and has since lived in
Berlin. Whatever Fits in Two Suitcases became a bestseller upon
publication in 2007. More books
following, most recently The
Heart of Paris, a novel about a
young woman from Berlin who
encounters the bookseller and
publisher Slyvia Beach in Paris.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

CRIME FICTION

Philipp Gurt
Katharina
An Executioner’s Daughter

It is the summer of the century in 2003 – Europe is in the grip of
a heatwave. Silvana Casura, a young woman from Chur, increasingly loses control of her life as she researches the Middle Ages.
A period in which Chur not only attracted wealthy merchants
but sundry riff-raff and shady characters. There is a peculiar
connection between Silvana’s life and the 10-year-old Katharina,
the daughter of Chur’s executioner who became caught up in the
Inquisition in 1510. The present and the past become confused,
certainties falter, and Silvan cannot escape. She and Katharina
are bound by a strong will to live and find happiness despite the
obstacles.

Novel
304 pages
25 August 2022

PHILIPP GURT was born in
1968 as one of eight children
to a poor farming family in
Graubünden and he grew up in
various children’s homes – a time
he reflected upon in his autobiographical book Shadow Child
(2016) and for which he was
awarded the Schweizer Autoren-
preis in 2017. Gurt already
wrote short stories in his youth.
He completed his first novel
when he was 20; this is his fifteenth. As a child, he had already
developed a close connection to
the natural world, which would
already have a profound impact
on his writing. Gurt’s connection to the Graubünden Canton,
where he still lives as a freelance
author, is palpable in all of his
novels. Kampa has published,
in addition to his crime novels
The Puppetmaker and Bündner
Afterglow, his children’s book
Linard. The Groundhog, illustrated by Alexander Rys.

a t lant is
v er lag

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

CRIME FICTION

Matthias Wittekindt
The Red Java
An Old Case for Detective Manz, Retired

MAT THIAS
WIT TEKINDT
DIE ROTE
JAWA
EIN ALTER FALL VON
KRIMINALDIREKTOR
A . D. MANZ

The Manz family doesn’t have goose or carp for Christmas; it
has chicken roast in milk. And the scent of Christmas dinner
brings back memories – of the hot summer of 1961 that 16-yearold Manz spent in Klein-Glevitz in Mecklenburg as a volunteer
firefighter.
It all comes back: Uncle Jochen, who lectured him about politics
on the drive from Berlin to Klein-Glevitz in his brand-new convertible and gave him condoms; the 17-year-old Maja on her red
Java; the fire on Pannwitzsch’s farm that killed a married couple
and became something of Manz’ first case. Everything appears in
a different light when you realize that the Berlin Wall was built
at the end of that very summer. Long-suppressed family conflicts
surface again over Christmas and Manz’ grandson Matti demands
explanations from his grandfather.

Crime novel
208 pages
13 October 2022

MATTHIAS WITTEKINDT, born
in Bonn in 1958, studied architecture and the philosophy of religion in Berlin and London. He
worked, among other things, as
an architect, director, and writer
of stage and radio plays. Since
2011, Wittekindt has focused
entirely on his well-received
crime novels. Kampa most
recently published his novels
In Court and The Schoolgirl,
both featuring the retired
detective Manz.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

CRIME FICTION

Claudia Bardelang
The Forest is Black
Johann Briamonte’s First Case

According to legend, even Caesar didn’t dare enter the mythic
Black Forest. Detective Johann Briamonte knows why he left
home, but not exactly why he has returned. Nor is his mother
exactly overjoyed when Briamonte appears on her doorstep
unannounced and tells her that he has bought a farm near his
boyhood home in serious need of repair. Even before the work
begins, Briamonte gets his first case: Gianrico Masiero, a waiter
in the The Red Fox Hotel in Menzenschwand, has been killed
with a gunshot to the head not far from a deer stand. Who wanted the young man dead? And what brought the Italian native
to the depths of the Black Forest in the first place? Briamonte
and his colleagues from the criminal investigation department in
Waldshut-Tiengen take on the case. There is no dearth of hunters
between St. Blasien and Feldberg, but none of the registered weapons is capable of firing so precisely from such a distance. And
then a young woman from Ukraine – also an employee of the
The Red Fox Hotel – disappears …

Crime novel
224 pages
28 July 2022

CLAUDIA BARDELANG was
born in Switzerland in 1964 but
grew up in Emmendingen in
Breisgau. As a lithographer and
painter she exhibited in Germany and Italy for many years
before discovering her passion
for writing. After studying later
in life, she became and now
works as a teacher. Claudia
Bardelang has a grown daughter
and lives with her partner in
Freiburg im Breisgau. She is
currently working on Johann
Biramnotes’s second case.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

CRIME FICTION

Philipp Gurt
Graubünden Gloom
Country Detective Caminada and the Wagoner

Graubünden, 1953: People are terrified when Gertrud Deflorin
is found dead in the textile factory in Chur in the wee hours of
the morning. The seamstress was murdered on the night of her
twenty-fifth birthday in an ambush. Country detective Walter
Caminada and his younger partner, the forensic technician Peter
Marugg, are stumped because the young woman who lived a
quiet life with her old invalid mother at the margins of Chur was
well-liked. And the more they find out about the young woman’s
life, the more mysterious the case becomes. The investigation
leads Caminada and Marugg to Schanfigg and the course w
 agoner
deep in the Vals Valley. And what they find out will make your
blood curdle. Can something too awful to be true be true
anyway?

Crime novel
336 pages
13 October 2022

PHILIPP GURT was born in
1968 as one of eight children
to a poor farming family in
Graubünden and he grew up in
various children’s homes – a time
he reflected upon in his autobiographical book Shadow Child
(2016) and for which he was
awarded the Schweizer Autoren-
preis in 2017. Gurt already
wrote short stories in his youth.
He completed his first novel
when he was 20; this is his fifteenth. As a child, he had already
developed a close connection to
the natural world, which would
already have a profound impact
on his writing. Gurt’s connection to the Graubünden Canton,
where he still lives as a freelance
author, is palpable in all of his
novels. Kampa has published,
in addition to his crime novels
The Puppetmaker and Bündner
Afterglow, his children’s book
Linard. The Groundhog, illustrated by Alexander Rys.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

CRIME FICTION

Sandra Hughes
Corruption in Tessin
Tschopp and Bianchi’s Third Case

It’s a sunny day in May when the Gruner couple go hiking on
Alp Nadigh. Something special awaits them there according to
the website of Mendrisiotto Turismo: the famous Nevère, small
cylindrical buildings in which farmers used to cool their milk.
But what the Gruners find is a bit disappointing. Disappointment
soon turns to fear when the couple finds a woman’s corpse, decorated with flowers, behind a low wooden door. Marco Bianchi
from the Lugano criminal investigation department takes on the
case but there are no clues – nobody seems to miss the woman,
nobody knows anything about her. The case also preoccupies
Emma Tschop: She quit her job with the Basel criminal investigation department to found a private detective’s office together
with Detective Bianchi. But it didn’t pan out – which doesn’t
stop Emma from moving to Tessin with her labrador Rubio. In
the Valle di Muggio, she now runs a daycare center and of all
people, her charming colleague Davide seems to be involved in
the Monte Generoso case.

Crime novel
240 pages
25 August 2022

SANDRA HUGHES, born in
1966, grew up in Lucerne and
lives with her family in Basel.
She shares her taste for steak
(rare) and blue cheese with her
protagonist Emma Tschopp. Before writing her Emma Tschopp
series, she wrote novels for adult
readers and a story for children:
Lee Gustavo (2006), Mouse on
the Mind (2009), Room 307
(2012), Falling (2016), and The
Roof (2019). In 2013, she received the Kulturpreis des Kantons
Basel-Landschaft für Literatur,
in 2017 the Atelierstipendium
from the Landis & Gyr Stiftung
für Schweizer Kulturschaffende
in London.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

CRIME FICTION

Constanze Scheib
Not a Pretty Corpse
The Lady Investigates

Actually, the lady loves to get dressed up and mingle in Vienna’s
high society. But since the scandalous article about her alleged
connections to Communists, people are constantly whispering
behind her back. In 1972, the world isn’t ready for a lady who listens to rock music, drinks whiskey, and sometimes hobnobs with
hippies. To lift Ms. Ehrenstein’s mood, her parents introduce her
to the old Hungarian Duchess Bárány. She was also slandered in
the gossipy Wiener Telegramm, accused of murdering her husband. Ms. Ehrenstein immediately sees a whole new adventure.
She quickly befriends the headstrong widow and decides to do
some research to prove the duchess’ innocence once and for all.
Her confidential informant, the maid Marie, lends her support.
Their search doesn’t only lead them into the wealthy Döbling
district, a legendary nightclub, or the art history museum; it also
leads them into mortal danger.

Crime novel
240 pages
22 September 2022

CONSTANZE SCHEIB was
born in Vienna in 1979 and grew
up there. You notice it, she says,
from her accent, her »sometimes gruff amiability,« and her
special black humor. After she
completed her schooling, she
studied acting and performed
in several Austrian theaters
and also started writing short
stories and plays »to amuse
her friends and family.« She
has been publishing her stories
since 2014; since 2019, she has
been a member of Mörderische Schwester (»Murderous
Sisters«), a network to promote
German-language crime writing
by women. Constanze Scheib
lives with her husband and three
children in Vienna. Ms. Ehrenstein’s first case, The Hietzing
Strangler, was published in 2021
by Oktopus.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

CRIME FICTION

Eberhard Michaely
Ms. Helbing and the Painter’s Legacy
The Fourth Case

Ms. Helbing has little interest in art. Nonetheless, the retired
butcher’s assistant decides to accompany her friend Heide to an
exhibition opening at the Hamburg Kleidermann Gallery because
the recently deceased Marcel Poisson, whose work is being exhibited, went to school with Ms. Helbing. Even though he never
had a breakthrough as an artist during his lifetime, Poisson left a
significant fortune behind: he copied famous paintings and sold
them to art lovers. Shortly after the art opening, the painter’s villa
is broken into. Poisson’s partner Jacques asks Ms. Helbing, whose detective skills ahave gotten around, for help. Yet when she enters the villa, Jacques is dead – bludgeoned with a fire poker. To
find the murderer, Ms. Helbing has to enter a completely strange
world.

Crime novel
208 pages
13 October 2022

EBERHARD MICHAELY, born
in Saarbrücken in 1967, studied
jazz saxophone at Cologne’s
college of music and had gigs in
various jazz projects and musical
productions. He also composed
for his own bands. Since discovering a passion for writing on a
2014 pilgrimage, he has devoted

»Eberhard Michaely can simply tell a great story. And he has
created a wonderful protagonist.«
Ulli Wagner / Saarländischer Rundfunk

his creative energies to crime
novels rather than to music.
Michaely also works as a bus
driver for the Hamburg public
transport system. In his breaks
and in the quiet hours at the end
of the working day, he takes
notes – for what greater inspiration for settings can be found
than on his daily rounds through
the streets of Hamburg? What
better characters than his sundry
passengers? He encountered Ms.
Helbing, by the way, on the No.
5 bus line. She had just come
from shopping at the Isemarkt,
Hamburg’s best-known, large
outdoor market.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

CRIME FICTION

Benjamin Stückelberger
On the Turret
Pastor Gabathuler Cleans House

For twelve years, Roger Gabathuler fought trafficking and organized crime for the Zurich police – until the operation that, while
it made him a hero, also ended his career. On the search for new
challenges, Gabathuler stumbles over a program for newcomers
in the reformed church. He decides to study theology and he
becomes a pastor in Winterthur-Ganterwald. While checking
out the parsonage, which has been temporarily converted into
a home for asylum-seekers, Gabathuler recognizes a Russian
mafioso whom he could never catch red-handed. Gabathuler is
frustrated by the fact that Jakovlev is still a free man who, moreover, is just within arm’s reach. He cleans house. And still finds no
peace. New trapdoors appear and for Gabathuler, a new journey
to the past – his own and his family’s – begins. At the same time,
a young policeman starts asking uncomfortable questions and the
Russian mafia is following close on Gabathuler’s heels. Then, of
course, he has to prepare for his work as pastor …

Crime novel
272 pages
22 September 2022

BENJAMIN STÜCKELBERGER
was the pastor of the reformed
church of Zurich in Meilen
and Winterthur-Wülflingen for
roughly 16 years. He concentrated primarily on his work with
young people following their
confirmation. Subsequently, he
started writing and produced
musicals for young adults. He
regularly writes columns for a
weekly newspaper, freelances,
and lives with his wife in Meilen.
On the Turret is his first novel.

a t lant is
v er lag

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

CRIME FICTION

Roger Graf
Zurich at Night

Marco Biondi worked for a few years as a journalist. What attracted him to journalism? »To dig deeply into something, to kick up
dirt.« Why did he then turn his back on journalism? »Unfortunately, most newspapers and magazines don’t expect you to kick up
dirt but to create your own.« Today, Biondi writes bad scripts for
worse series – and tries his hand at detective work. He regularly
advertises his services in newspapers and is still surprised that
some people actually do read the fine print. He has no references.
Which makes it even more astounding that a certain Katharina
Boxler hires him: she wants Biondi to find her missing brother –
the alcoholic who lives on the street. While researching the case,
Biondi is forced to confront his own past; his turbulent years in
Zurich’s bohemian scene. There, he encounters old friends from a
time when anything seemed possible. Even murder …?

Crime novel
320 pages
13 October 2022

»A book replete with melancholy levity and a wonderfully noncriminological crime novel.«
Alexandra Stäheli / Neue Züricher Zeitung

in 1958, already started writing

ROGER GRAF, born in Zurich
poems and short stories during
his apprenticeship as a sporting
goods salesman. He wrote film
scripts and reviews as well as radio satires, sketches, games, and
nonsense. In 1989, he created
the radio play series The Hair-
Raising Cases of Philip Maloney,
which have aired every Sunday
between 11 am and 12 noon for
over thirty years on the Swiss
SRF radio station. Today Philip
Maloney, a parody of Raymond
Chandler’s Philip Marlowe,
is one of Switzerland’s most
famous private investigators.

a t lant is
v er lag

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

ILLUSTRATED – GIFT BOOK

Axel Eggebrecht
Cats

KATZEN
von A X E L E G G E B R E C H T
Zeichnungen von B. F. DOLBIN
Schöffling & Co.

»A charming little book has been published to which one can
wholeheartedly say ›yes!‹: Quietly and imperceptibly, Axel
Eggebrecht has taken center stage with this book. Let’s see. The
cat’s amorality and meaninglessness, its intangibility; the quiet
sparks that endlessly spray from its fur, and then the other thing
… unnamable … this little book, which, incidentally, is attractively designed, contains all that. ›They glide‹, so he writes, ›they
glide between the joints of our porous lives‹ – that’s good. Every
piece in this little collection is a gem: how charmingly he circumvents the boredom on the horizon in the chapter ›The Cat from
Charles the Great to the Present!‹ Cats and children – cats and
flowers: this entire page is a true little jewel.«
Kurt Tucholsky / Die Weltbühne, 8 November 1927
Without a doubt: Cats by Axel Eggebrecht is the world’s greatest
cat book!

Gift book
With an afterword by
Kurt Tucholsky and illustrations
by B. F. Dolbin
104 pages
19 July 2022

AXEL EGGEBRECHT
(1899–1991) was a journalist
and writer. Since 1925, he had
worked as a film critic and
dramaturg; he was a freelance
author for the Literarische Welt
and Die Weltbühne. Using
pseudonyms, he eked out a
living in film until the end of the
War. In 1945, he became one of
the founders of the Nordwestcheutscher Rundfunk (NWDR)
radio station. He wrote novels,
poems, radio plays, films, and
essays. Further books by Axel
Eggebrecht are being prepared
for publication.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

ILLUSTRATED – GIFT BOOK

Nikolaus Heidelbach
Mourning Animals

Whoever cries crocodile tears, so the saying goes, is pretending.
The animals captured by Nikolaus Heidelbach, however, really
feel sorrow and even wear black veils. Fleas, elephants, squid,
tapirs, dachsunds, and bonobo chimpanzees – all of them brood.
What they are brooding about, however, is left for us to decide.
Is it the state of the world? Their own misguided lives? Could it
have anything to do with a completely bizarre species – Homo
sapiens?
Incidentally: There really is such a thing as crocodile tears. These reptiles always cry when they eat, although the tears are not
a sign of sorrow but simply the result of pressure on their tear
ducts.
»Nikolaus Heidelbach composes the details and the most monstrous things take place in our minds.«
Die Zeit

With forty drawings
48 pages
13 October 2022

NIKOLAUS HEIDELBACH has
written, drawn, and illustrated
many of his own books. Kampa
has published: Read Already! An
animal-friendly ABC book with
quotes about reading; the anthology Christmas on the Brain; and
the children’s book And Then
We Lost Ihmchen! (With Jan
Philipp Reemstsma); his corona
diary All’s Well?; the hiddenpicture book Where’s Vincent?;
the picture book My Mother
Always Thinks of Me (with Rosa
Langer); and most recently the
diary of Jules Renard entitled
Not so Loud, Please! with over
30 illustrations by Nikolaus
Heidelbach.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

BACKLIST
HIGHLIGHTS

»A great social novel,
brilliantly written.«
Elke Heidenreich, Spiegel Bestseller

»Tergit writes with a light touch, musically, with a great ear for the way people
speak and a fine, deeply humane wit.«
Die Zeit

»Gabriele Tergit is now considered an
important novelist, unjustly forgotten in
the post-war years of the last century.«
SWR 2

»A stirring kaleidoscope,
by an incorruptible
contemporary witness.«
P.M. History

»The comparison with the ›Buddenbrooks‹ is not
exaggerated. As with Thomas Mann, a whole epoch
is made visible in the biographies of a family.«
Rhein-Neckar-Zeitung

Motiv: London im Nebel, (1926), Lesser Ury

LITERARY FICTION

Gabriele Tergit
That’s How it Was

That’s How it Was has not previously been published.
Schöffling & Co. will publish the first edition.
A broad social portrait that begins in 1898 and ends in the New
York emigrant milieu at the end of the 1950s
A family saga by the celebrated and rediscovered Gabriele Tergit
Following Effingers, Gabriele Tergit’s greatest wish was to write
another great novel. That’s How it Was, a novel from the author’s
estate now being published for the first time, follows the quotidian lives of affluent and not-so-affluent families from 1898 to
the 1960s. As the families’ fortunes take their course, World War
I rages and the turmoil and right-left tensions of the Weimar Republic fill the editorial pages – Gabriele Tergit’s world during her
tenure as a journalist. On 30 January 1933, a family celebration
that includes nearly all of the novel’s characters forms the preamble to their emigration – first to Prague and Paris, then London
and the USA. Tergit illuminates the ever-greater problems facing
both the emigrants and the Jews left behind – the suicides, the
deportations, and the ruin of a »Mischehe« or forbidden mixed
marriage.
Gabriele Tergit wanted to »depict her generation, with all of its
hopes, disappointments, and disruptions; our entire senseless
world starting in 1932.« She wanted to capture the generations of
the displaced, including the Jewish refugees in New York whom
Grete, Tergit’s alter ego, visits in the early 1950s.
»Tergit writes with a light touch, musically, with a great ear for
the way people speak and a fine, deeply humane wit.«
Juliane Liebert, Die Zeit

Posthumously published from the
author’s estate and with an afterword by Nicole Henneberg
624 pages
Rights sold:
Italy – Einaudi
The Netherlands – Van Maaskant
Haun
Rights to Effingers have been sold
to:
France – Christian Bourgois
Italy – Einaudi
Spain – Libros del Asteroide
UK – Pushkin Press
US – The New York Review
of Books
The Netherlands – Van Maaskant
Haun

GABRIELE TERGIT (1894–
1982) The writer and journalist
Gabriele Tergit became known
for her court reporting as well
as her novels, articles and other
prose pieces. In November 1933,
she emigrated to Palestine, moving to London in 1938. From
1957 to 1981, she was secretary
of the PEN Centre for Germanlanguage writers abroad.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Dagmar Leupold
Learning from the Elephants!

The captivating and quirky hero of this novel is full of surprises. Yet nobody would expect him to draw attention to himself, and certainly not with a gun …
Mr. Harald is the man in the coatroom. He is as much a part of
the theater as the curtain, but nobody comes for his sake. The
spotlight shines for others. He takes people’s coats, their bags,
whatever they entrust to him so they can unburden themselves
for a few hours, and he waits until the final applause, when the
time comes for him to play his part. Yet one evening, someone
leaves a coat behind and in the coat, there’s a gun. Mr. Harald
takes it home, only: what does he want to do with it? He cannot
possibly defend himself against all the world’s impertinences.
But perhaps he can draw the world’s attention to one who, like
him, lives life in the shadows: the woman who turns the pages for
others and whom he admires from afar.
The tragicomic protagonist of this gripping story is an everyday
hero, a humble working man, someone whom nobody thanks
for his service. And if it weren’t for literature, and writers like
Dagmar Leupold, how would we ever know the rich thoughts,
feelings, lively spirits, and painful longings within such souls?
»… sentences that in their vividness veritably melt on your tongue ….« Daniela Strigl / FAZ

Novel
272 pages

Longlist
German
Book Prize

Author and translator DAGMAR
LEUPOLD, born in 1955, lives
in Munich. She studied German literature, philosophy, and
classical linguistics in Marburg,
Tübingen, and New York. Since
2004, she has headed the Studio
Literature und Theater at the
University of Tübingen. Her
work includes novels, stories,
poems, and essays.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Gert Loschütz
Revisiting a Tragedy

A story about the worst train accident in German history
and some mysterious passengers.
Reads like a crime novel

Novel
336 pages

In December 1939 the biggest train accident ever witnessed on
German soil occurs near Genthin station. Two trains collide at
full speed, with many deaths and casualties. On board one of the
trains is Carla, who survives with serious injuries. Carla is engaged to Richard, a Jew from the city of Neuss, yet her travelling
companion is not Richard but the Italian Giuseppe Buonomo,
who is killed in the crash. Lisa, a sales assistant at the Magnus
department store, is sent out to take clothes to the injured woman, who has lost everything in the disaster. But Carla is already
posing as Mrs Buonomo – does she have something to hide?
Many years later, Lisa’s son, Thomas Vandersee, hears about this
mysterious incident, and his mother reveals her own tale of love
and misfortune in parallel. Will he be able to figure out Carla’s
secret? Might it somehow be a linked to his own family? Inspired
by a real-life disaster, the novelist Gerd Loschütz weaves a magnificent, unsettling story of love and betrayal.

Rights sold:
English World – Seagull
French – Actes Sud

English sample available

GERT LOSCHÜTZ, born in 1946
in Genthin (Saxony-Anhalt)
has been a full-time writer since
1970, also working for the theatre and for radio. He has been
awarded numerous awards and
stipends. Gert Loschütz lives
with his family in Berlin.
In addition to his highly-praised
novels such as Dark Company
(which was shortlisted for the
German Book Prize) he has
published a story collection and

»No other author writing in German is such a master of the Modianoesque melancholy tone of an investigator of the past as the
Genthin-born Loschütz.« Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

books for children. His novel

»Gerd Loschütz’s prose is urgent and occasionally poetic (…)
reminiscent, at times, of Uwe Johnson.« Tagesspiegel

the German Book Prize 2018.

A Fine Couple was shortlisted
for the Wilhelm Raabe Literature Prize and longlisted for
His novel Revisiting a Tragedy
has also been nominated for the
German Book Prize 2021 and
was awarded the Wilhelm Raabe
Literature Prize 2021.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Alida Bremer
Split

Summer 1936. Split, the Riviera of the Adriatic coast, seems to
enjoy its usual colorful hustle and bustle and frivolous ease. But
now it’s more than peasants from surrounding villages, fishermen, and languid northerners taking the sun: Jews on the run,
opponents of the Nazi regime, trackers and spies from all over
the world flit among the ruins of Diocletian’s Palace. German
film crews drawn by the spectacular views stoke suspicion and
rumors, Italian and Croatian fascists and anti-fascists, officials
from the distant Yugoslav capital and Freemasons, plot and quash
political conspiracies among smiling waiters, children, and unflappable concierges. Gun-running, love stories, get-rich-quick
schemes are interwoven with stops to eat and drink and swim.
The beaches, cafés and pubs are full, cruise liners and military
ships lie alongside fishing boats – and then a dead body washes
up at dawn. There are few leads, and they lead everywhere. Mario
Bulat begins to investigate, but everyone already seems to know
more than he does.
Split is a dazzling kaleidoscope of Mediterranean life in an overheated era, a social novel rich in tones and colors about a world
on the brink of disaster for all the promises of progress and gleaming machines. Last but not least, this book is a literary declaration of love for a city.

Novel
368 pages
English sample available
Rights sold:
World English – AmazonCrossing
Croatian – Fraktura
Slowenia – Zrakogled
ALIDA BREMER was born
in Split 1959 and has lived in
Germany since 1986. Author,
translator, editor and cultural
mediator between Southeast Europe and the German-speaking
world. For her literary translations from Croatian into German
she was awarded numerous prizes including the Internationaler
Literaturpreis 2018. Her essays,
columns, stories and poems
appear in Der Spiegel, Lettre
International, Die Zeit a.o. and
have been translated into various
languages.
Split is her second novel was
nominated for the Alfred Döblin
Prize (a prestigious award
founded by Günter Grass for
unpublished manuscripts). She
lives with her family in Münster
and spends time in her flat in
Split whenever she can. From
there she can see the sea.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Ursula Krechel
State Justice

German Book Prize 2012

Novel
496 pages

What must you fear, what can you dare to hope for, if you return
to Germany from exile in 1947?
Following her celebrated novel Shanghai, Far From Where,
published in 2008, Ursula Krechel once again goes searching
for clues in her new, spectacular novel District Court. Post-War
Germany, wavering between economic depression and a re-awakening, is the backdrop for this almost parable-like tragedy of
someone who never arrives.
Richard Kornitzer is a judge and a character akin to Michael
Kollhaas. The Nazi era, with its absurd and lethal rules, marks
him for life. Afterwards, nothing is as it used to be: his small family from Lake Constance and Mainz to England destroyed and
his homeland almost stranger to him than his magically illuminated exile in Havana.
Ursula Krechel’s novel weaves together the fictional and non-fictional; seeking and inventing, she gives atmospheric shape to a
time in which the past weighs heavily on hopes for the future.
With linguistic sensitivity and an insistent affection, State Justice
delivers late justice for its figures. State Justice, a novel whose title
has a double meaning, is about a German family and, with great
narrative power, the founding years of a republic.

English sample available
Rights sold (reverted):
France – Carnets Nord
Italy – Mondadori

URSULA KRECHEL was a
dramaturg. She taught at the
Berlin University of the Arts and
Washington University in St.
Louis and she is a member of the

»The most beautiful and at the same time ambiguous Germanlanguage novel this fall.« Andreas Platthaus, FAZ

Berlin Academy of the Arts, the
German Academy for Language
and Literature in Darmstadt, and
vice president of the Academy
of Sciences and Literature in
Mainz. She lives in Berlin.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Ursula Krechel
Shanghai, Far From Where

There she is, standing in the middle of a restaurant kitchen in
Shanghai and kneading dough as if her life depended on it – and
it does. It’s supposed to be a strudel – a sweet one, naturally – but
she then fills the leftover dough with tender vegetables and she
has suddenly gifted Chinese cuisine something nobody can imagine going without: the spring roll.
Franziska Tausig is one of many, the Berlin book dealer Ludwig
Lazarus another, and ultimately there were 18,000 Jews who were
able to use one of the last loopholes in 1938 to survive in the
strange and distant Shanghai. They came without visas or illusions, with a suitcase and 10 Reichsmark in their pockets: lawyers,
skilled laborers, and art historians and if they wanted to gain a
foothold in this overcrowded city and the oppressively humid
climate they had to be inventive and determined. Not all managed after what they had faced and were facing.
Ursula Krechel writes about this with a breathtaking multitude of
voices and layers. Her many years of research resulted in enough
material for a far-ranging narrative that introduces the reader to a
world that is much closer than expected.
Shanghai on the eve of World War II. For thousands of Jews, it
is the last possible refuge and they come without visas but full of
hope. Ursula Krechel’s moving novel tells the tale of people who
try to learn how to survive.

Novel
504 pages
English sample available
Rights sold (reverted):
CHN – Peoples Literature
Publishing House China

URSULA KRECHEL was a
dramaturg. She taught at the
Berlin University of the Arts and
Washington University in St.
Louis and she is a member of the

»Serious, but never didactic; empathetic, but never pitying; funny
but never ironic. Krechel shows how historical empathy and literary power can mutually enhance one another.«
Stefana Sabin, Neue Zürcher Zeitung

Berlin Academy of the Arts, the
German Academy for Language
and Literature in Darmstadt, and
vice president of the Academy
of Sciences and Literature in
Mainz. She lives in Berlin.

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Xaver Bayer
Stories with Marianne

Austrian Book Prize 2020

Novel
192 pages

It always starts from nothing, fresh and innocent, with a harmless
plan, a slightly unusual mission or idea for a minor adventure. It
might be a walk in the woods, an excursion to a masked parade, a
trip to the flea market or a swinger’s club; a test poorly disguised
as a game. And it is always the same two, he and Marianne, who
find themselves in a reality where the unexpected erupts with all
the terror of a nightmare, pure horror, something out of their
control and inescapable. Even if it costs them everything, they
take the risk, as if there were nothing else in this world to lose.
Xaver Bayer tells a harrowing tale, unblinkingly and with a curiosity that never recoils from the consequences. This refusal to
compromise results in literature that scrutinizes our views of life
and what we allegedly cling to.

Rights sold:
France – Ed. du Faubourg
English sample available

Partial translation (roughly 20 pages) available.
»Xaver Bayer writes the diary of our fears. He has found a fitting
form and a voice that seems timeless, both masterful and suggestive, as well as an attitude of ironic reflection on what he is telling
us.« Ulrich Rüdenauer, Tagesspiegel
»Xaver Bayer has once again proven that he is a master of the
wildest literary fantasies.« Andreas Puff-Trojan, Ö1 Ex libris

XAVER BAYER was born in
Vienna in 1977. He still lives there, working as a freelance writer.
More books by the same author:
Today Could Be My Lucky Day
Mysterious Cracklings from the
Magic Carpet
When the Children Throw Stones in the Water
The Transparent Hands
Onwards
Alaska Street

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Leta Semadeni
Amur, Great River

»Leta Semadeni writes about the buoyant love of Radu and
Olga with the melancholy of memory – wildly and tenderly.«
Dana Grigorcea
Radu is his name, the man in the bus who towers over everyone
else; when Olga takes the bus every day into the city in Ecuador,
their eyes meet. She had already encountered Radu when she was
a little girl at a boarding school in the mountains: she sat in the
first row at his talk on the Siberian tiger. Today, Olga is tempted,
as she stands at the mouth of the roaring river, to conjure his face.
Radu, the great absentee, forever packing his suitcase to make
his next film. The slamming of the door ripped her heart in two.
Their favorite thing to do together was to travel to distant places.
Or he stopped by her village and for a brief time, it seemed a bit
like they would forge a life together: they sat on the grass, looked
up at the jagged mountains, invited Elsa for a meal, and could
succumb to the thrall of the tequila moon.
Leta Semadenis’ new novel leads the reader to the shores of the
Amur and back to the mountain village of Tamangur. Out of
poetic miniatures, Semadini creates a story about a love that you
have only once in life: overpowering, searing, happy – a love it
was not possible to hold on to and that Olga, like the author herself, has never let go.

Novel
192 pages
English sample available

LETA SEMADENI, born in 1944,
studies languages at the University of Zurich. Teaching posts
at various schools in Zurich and
Engadin. Work in Latin America, Paris, Berlin, and New York.
Since 2005, she has lived and
worked as a freelancer in Lavin.
Leta Semadeni initially wrote
primarily poetry in Romansh
and German, translating them
back and forth herself. Following the commercial success
of Tamangur, Semadeni is now
publishing her second novel.
Semadeni has received many
awards.

a t lant is
v er lag

For further information: Elisa Diallo | elisa.diallo@schoeffling.de

LITERARY FICTION

Lea Singer
La Fenice

»Never rely on what you think are your rights. If you do, be
prepared for anything, my father said.«
A story that helps others, perhaps in the far future; your report
should be no more than that, says Angela del Moro at the end.
She is twenty-three and has experienced more than people twice
her age have. By sixteen, she had already achieved some success
as a courtesan, the only job in which she can earn money and
lead an independent life. Her fall begins with a »no«: She dares to
refuse a regular customer and his revenge is murderous. Others
don’t survive things like that but Angela does not want to be a
victim. Her comeback is a sensation. Which also has its problems.
Lea Singer borrows the historical experiences of a young woman,
La Zaffetta, in Renaissance Venice and reveals, almost off-handedly, the abysses of the Venetian Republic in the age of Tizian
and Aretino. She tells the story through a young woman who
inspires a scandal for choosing to live as she pleases and becomes
icon in one of the world’s most famous paintings: Tizian’s Venus
von Urbino.

Novel
304 pages
Rights to »Der Klavierschüler«
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LEA SINGER, born in Munich
in 1960, trained as a chef and

»La Fenice is compelling not merely for its formidable protagonist but above all for Singer’s style, which resembles a phoenix:
powerful, stirring, and achingly beautiful especially when you
don’t expect it.« Cora Wucherer, Süddeutsche Zeitung

studied Art History, Vocal
Studies, Music and Literature,
gaining a doctorate in Art History. Her novels about historical
figures are just as successful as
the non-fiction books which she

»Lea Singer writes with such swiftness, with such fervor, that you
can read the book in a single go. It is as if she has discovered her
most important topic in La Fenice.«
Pia Reinacher, Die Weltwoche, Zürich

publishes as Eva Gesine Baur.
She lives in Munich and has
received the Hannelore Greve
Literary Prize for her literary
work.
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Veronika Peters
The Heart of Paris

Welcome to Odéonia … The Free Republic of Book Fans, the
true heart of Paris!

Novel
336 pages
English sample available

Paris, Spring 1925. The young Berlin native Ann-Sophie von
Schoeller has just moved to the French capital, where her husband is embarking on a promising career in his uncle’s renowned
law practice. Ann-Sophie, however, aimlessly strolls the Paris
streets. One day, she ends up in the Rue de l’Odéon in front of
a bookstore named Shakespeare and Company, where, in the
entryway, a woman wearing man’s clothes is smoking: the bookdealer and publisher Sylvia Beach. When Ann-Sophie enters the
bookshop, she is immediately fascinated – also by the women she
encounters there. She begins as an assistant and becomes part of
the company of women writers, artists, and free spirits. She soon
realizes that she wants more from life – and love. Ann-Sophie
needs to choose between bourgeois security and the risk of a selfdetermined life.

Rights to »Was in zwei Koffer
passt« sold to:
Brasilien – Guava-Chuva
Dänemark – Borgen
Frankreich – Michel Lafon
Italien – Rizzoli
Niederlande – Boekerij
Polen – Weltbild Polska
Tschechien – Dobrovsky

VERONIKA PETERS, born in
Gießen in 1966, spent her childhood in Germany and Africa.
Following training as a therapist,
she first worked as a kindergarten teacher in a psychiatric home
for youth. In her early twenties,
she joined a Benedictine abbey,
where she worked as, among
other things, a garden hand, restorer, and book-dealer. In 2000,
she left the abbey and has since
lived and worked as a freelance
writer in Berlin.
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